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ABSTRA T

methodobgy rced to set the

uíred by the 1992 California
ener gY-fficiene¡t s t arùards'

The economically optimum lcvel of energ performance is

determíned sepøratelyfor søùen comPonents of the building

envelope: ceilings at attics, vaulted ceílings, eilerior walls,

raised woodfloors, røised concrete floors, sløb'on-grade

floors, and fenestration. For the

optimization ß based on the th
insulation. The optimízuìon Jor
consideration of both shading coeficient a¡d U-vølue'

The ti.fe'qcle cost (LCC) of every reasonable cot'struc-

tion assembly is evaluated for each component of the

building envelope. Energy savings are calculated using

heatìng and cooling load coeficients. The load coeffcients

represent the change in heating atd/or coolìng loadfor a

unit change in conduaion through the opaque components

but also include chønges in solar radiation gainforfenes-
tration. The load coeficients are developedfor each compo-

nent oÍ the building envelope ín the 16 California climatic

zones.
Extensive sensítivity studies are pedormed to establish

components.

the legislative mandate. This can result i¡ some require-

ments that may not be cost+ffective being carried by other

requirements that are very cost-effective.

METHODOLOGT

The methodology presented here ensures that the level

of energy efficiency for each building comPonent is cost-

effective. It also shows policy makers the immediate

implication of changes in assumptions and permits new

construction assemblies and prices to be readily considered.

Essentially, the method involves identifying all possible

ways of constructing each component of the building

envelope, estimating the cost of each construction alter-

native, estimating the energy use associated with each, and

calculating the life-cycle cosl of each. For each building

component or class of construction, the optimum construc-

tion assembly is the one with the lowest life-cycle cost. This

decision process is implemented with PC-based simplified
models and presented graphically for ease of use by

decision makers.

cL/\ssEs oF coNsrRucTloNs

TÎ{TRODUCÎ¡ON

The enabling legislation for the California energy

standards requires that tbe California Energy Commission

(CEC) adopt standards that are cost-effective' Cost-effec-

tiveness analysis is difficult in a complex policy arena

where participating interests have much at stake. The

ground rules frequently change as debate rages on which

construction assemblies to consider, the costs of those

constructions, discount rates, energy costs, and environmen-

tal exteraalities. The cost-effectiveness analysis procedure

must, therefore, be simple and flexible yet provide sound

information to the policY makers.

In the past, the standard as a whole has been shown to

be cost-effective, and this is considered adequate to satisfy

The cost-effectiveness analysis is performed separately

for different classes of constructions, for instance, both the

attic and vaulted ceiling constructions for roofs. Similarly'

calculations are performed separately for raised wood,

raised concrete, and slab-on-grade floors. \i/ithin each cla'ss

of construction, all reasonable construction assemblies are

identified and estimates of thermal performance and cost are

made for each.

Attics are considered with both loose fill and batt

insulation. Two types of tn¡sses are considered: a standard

truss and a raised heel or 'A¡kansasn truss. The raised heel

truss allows full insulation thickness to the edges of the

ceiling.
Vaulte¿ ceilings include standard fiberglass batts and

high-density, 8.5-inch R-30 batt developed specifically for

this application to allow ventilation in a ZxlO-inch cavit¡ '

Blown-in insulation is not used because pitches are assumed

to be steeper than 3:12. Some constructions also include

rigid iniation in ad<tition to the batt insulation' Rigitl

in-sulation can be applied at the ceiling or over the plywood

deck.

Charles Eley is principal of Eley Associates, a consulting firm in San Francisco, and Bruce ìililcox is president of Berkeley

Oakland, CA.
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'Vy'alls are considered with cavity insulation alone and

in combination with exterior rigid insulating sheathing'

Rigid sheathings vary in thickness from one-half inch to two

inChes and maþrial properties include polyisocyanurate and

extruded smooth-cell polystyrene. Frame walls are construc-

ted using 2x4 or 2x6 wood studs at 16 inche.s on center'

Framed walls with 2x6 studs at 24 inches on center are

also considered with a premium added for thicker gypsum

board.
Raised wood floors are all assumed to be above a crawl

space. Several levels of batt insulation are considered'

Multifamily buildings sometimes have concreæ flooring

over a parking g&rage' Si¡ce insulation opportunities are

different for this type of construction, s seParate optimiza-

tion is performed.
ffie majority of floors for new homes in Califomia

have slab-on-grade construction. Sometimes the footing and

slab are poured as a monolithic assembly, but they can also

tÈ poured separately. The monolithic construction tecb-

nology, more common with large builders, is more difficult
to insulate and is assumed for the Purpose of estimating

construction costs. R-5 and R-7 extruded polystyrene

insulation is considered at a depth of 1ó inches.
\ilindow frames al¡¡úyzed in this report include alumi-

num with and without a thermal break and vinyl. rWood

window frames are not analy zpd for cost+ffectiveness since

tbe thermal performance of vinyl is roughly equivalent to

wooà and vinyl is less expensive. Measurss considered to

reduce theU-value include frame type, double glazing, low-

emissivity coatings, argon fill, and zuspended low-emis-

sivity coated plastic film.

Cost lrata B¡¡e

Construction costs are collected by surveying distribu-
tors, menuf¿cturers, fabricators, and subcontractors. Costs

are weighted averages for most products. Prices that are

considered to be un¡eliable or unusuaily high or low are

given a weighting of zero, which means that they would not
be considered in tbe calculation of the weighted average

price. Some prices, when they represent multiple price
quotes or other surveys, are given a weight greater than

one. ln the case of windows, cost premiums are associated

with changes in technology, for instance, a cost premium of
double over single glass or a cost premium for a low-emis-
sivity coatilg. OnIy cost differentials within a manufac-

turer's product line are considered. All costs are based on

the distributor's or manufacturer's prices to a builder or
specialty contractor. A3O7o markup is added to account for
the builder's overhead and proht. The construction costs

were reviewed at several public worksbops where builders,
manufacturers, contractors, architects, and others \¡r'ere

given the opportunity to comment on the cost data and offer
additional infornration.

Therr¡al Pertorr¡¡nec of Con¡tn¡ctlon¡

The thermal performance (U-value) of oPaque construc-

tion assemblies is determined using methods nthe ASHRAE

Handbook-Funda¡nentals (ASHRAE 1989). Insulation

thickness at the edges of standard trusse^s is assumed to be

reduced due to tapering. The calculated U-value'for raised

wood floor construction includes an additional R{ to

account for the buffering effect of the crawl space. ìÙ/indow

pérformance is calculated with the ìJ/indow 3.1 program

(w&DG 1e88).

Etfuntnrtlng Con¡trrrcúlon¡

When two or more constructions have the same cost but

different U-values, the ones with the higber U-value mÂy be

eliminated since they will never be the lowest life-cycle cost

choice. Similarly, when two or more constructions have the

same U-value, only the one with the lowest cost need be

considered. These principles are used with other measures

of performance, such as shading coefficient and F-factor, to

eliminate many of the constructions from further con-

sideration.

Heetfug end Gootlrry to¡d Coclfrolentr

The heating and cooling load coefficients (S" and S¡)

are determined through multiple computer runs using the

CEC public domain, finite-difference energy simulation

model @arnaby and Mitchell 1988). These heating aad

cooling load coefficients represent the change in heating and

cooli¡g load, respectively, for a unit change in component

performance. For most components, the unit change is

building U x A. For slab edge insulation, it is the product of
the slab perimeter and F2 factor. For window shading, it is
the product of window area and shading coefficient.

These coefficients are calculated by systematically

varying the performance of the component of interest. For
each component, at least three computer runs are made: a

low, medium, and high case. Calculations were made for a

representative, two-story, l'r.61-* house selected to be

typical of new construction in California' Each component

was considered separately with the other components at tbe

medium level. The middle case is selected to represent the

level of conservation required by the pte-1992 standards'

The low extreme is generally an uninsulated wall or roof
component, while the high extreme represents maximum

conservation (see Table 1).

Fenestration is assumed to be uniformly distributed in
the four main compass points. While it is possible to
perform the optimization separately for each orientation,

this was not done since it was not considered practical to
bave different therrnal performance criteria for each

orientation.
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TABLE 1
Parametric Variations of Building Components

Building
Components

Perform¡nce
Measure Low Medium Hrgb

Ceiling U-Value 0.o77 0.035 0.017

Frame rilall U-Value 0.393 0.098 0.033

Wood Raised Floor U-Value 0.101 0.037 0.020

Concrete Raised
Floor

U-Value o.7l 0.15 0.06

Slab-on-Grade F-2 0.90 0.51 0.30

Glazing U-Value 1.31 o.92 o.20

Shading
Coefficient 1.00 0.11 o.23

characterized by a combination of these measures. For
windows, the ôkWh and õTherrns terms are calculated

separately for each perfofrnance meåsure and then added

together.
For electric heating syste¡ns' the õTherms drops out of

the LCC equation and the ôk}14i equation changes as

follows, with all of the terms previously defined. The HSPF

(heating season performance factor) ca¡ be assumed to be

3.413 for electric resistance heat:

UX.S. UXSÂkwh= * h (3)
SEER x DEc HSPF x DEh

Lite-Cycle Coct

The relative life-cycle cost (LCC) of all construction

assemblies is calculated usinq a simple equation. The
absolute LCC is not required since the goal is to find the

construction assembly within each class with the lowest

LCC. The LCC analysis is performed for a square foot or

unit of each envelope component. For instance, the LCC

for walls is calculated for a single square foot of wall'

Similaily, the construction cost and relative energy use for

electricity and natural gas consumPtion are c¿lculated for a

single square foot of wall. The relative LCC for each

construction assembly is calculated using Equation 4:

6LCC = õC + 6ktl/h x PVe + õTherms x PVs ,(4)

where

Enerjy Aovhgr

The relative electricity and nah¡ral gas use associated

with a construction assembly are given by the following

equations for gas heating and electric cooling:

õkwh=ffi+ux s^xFan, (1)

UxS,,õTherms=ffi
where

U

^sc

SEER

AFUE

FAN

srr

a)

: U-value or performance meåsufe a^ssociated

with a construction assembly. For slab edge

insulation, the F-factor is zubstituted, and for
window solar gains, the shading coefficient
(SC) is substituted.

= cooling load coefficient representing the unit
change in cooling load for a unit change in

component porformance.
: heating load coefficient representing the unit

change in heating load for a unit cbange in

component performance.
: seasonal energy efficiency rating of the air

conditioner. This is fixed at 10.0 for this

study, the minimum NAECA requirement for

a split-system air conditioner.
: seasonal efficiency of tbe gas heating system.

This is fixed at 787o îot this study, the mini-

mum NAECA requirement'
: electricity use of the furnace fan (Wh/Btu). A

value of 0.005 is used for this study.
: duct efficiency for cooling. A value of 87 % is

used for this studY.

= duct efficiency for heating. A value of 88 % is

used for this studY.

= relative LCC of e construction assembly,

$;
: relative cost associated with the construc-

tion assemblY, $lÊ;
: relative electricity use associated with a

construction assemblY, ktWh/Yr' É;
: relative natural gas use associated with a

construction assembly, therms/yr' ft2;

: present value of a kìJ/h of electricity used

each year over the life of the building,

$/(k'Wh/yr); a value of $1.946/kWh/yr is

used;
: present value of a therm of natural gas

used each year over the life of the buil-
ding, $/ftti/hlyr); a value of $14.08 per

therm is used.

õLCC

ôc

ôkwh

õTherms

PV"

Windows have two performance measures-U-value
and shading coefficient; the performance of each window is

PV,

Graphlc Pne¡entatlon of Re¡ult¡

Study of the equations for LCC and energy use reveals

that many of the terms are constant for the comparative

analysis of a set of construction alternatives. The constant

terms include PV", PVe, FAN, ^SEER, AFUE, DE", and

DE^. Only the heating 
"and cooling load coeff,rcients vary

with climate (the S¡ and S" terms).

If the climatedependent terms are plotted on a graph

with the heating load coefficient (^S¡) on the axis and the

DE"

DEn
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Figure 1 lllustration of graphic presentatíon method.

cooling load coefficient (S") on the axis, the cost+ffective

boundary between any two constructions can be plotted as

a straight line.
For instance, Figure 1 shows the S¡ and Sc terms for

walls. The diagonal lines represent the cost+ffective
boundary between 2x4 studs at 16 in. o.c' with R-11, 2x4
studs at 16 in. o.c. with R-13 insulation, and 2x6 studs at

24 in. o.c. with R-21 inzulation.
This graphic presentation is used to pr€sent and study

the sensitivity of the results. rilhen a point (a pair of S¡ and

S" coordinates) is close to a line, then a change in the

modeling assumptions or a change in the fixed aszumptions

may affect the outcome. If a point is squarely between two

lines, then it is not likely tbat a change in modeling as-

zumptions or fixed assumptions will affect the result.

Tbe boundary condition between two construction types

(rccurs when the life-cycle cost of the two construction types

is equal. An equation for this condition can be stated by

setting the life-cycle cost of the two construction types equal

to each other as shown below:

The change in electricity conzumption ( k$rth) and the

change in gas conzumption (LIherms) csn be used with

variations of Equations 2 a¡d 3:

oug+auxs¡,xFør, (8)Akwh = sEERi DE.

LThenns=-:o1:tt:. (9)
AFUExDEhxl00

rrVhen these equations are zubstitut€d into Equation 6,

the intercepts for the boundary condition between two

construction types can be c¡lculated:

ô¡Intercept = Sr,u' (10)

^c (1 1)õ¡Intercept =
ñ'

where

AC

õLCC1 = õLCCj. (5)

By zubstihrting Equation 4 into Equation 5, the inter-

cepts for the boundary can be determined as shown below:

where

AC : 6Cì'õCÞ
Akwh : ôkvvh; - ôklY7¡r, and

ATherms : õTherms¡-\ihermsr. (7)

..¡=pvrxFan*Lrr*o, *r*

(t2)

(13)

For a given set of economic assumptions and for a

ñxed heating and cooling system, o¡ and oc ere constants
so that the boundary between two constructions depends

only on AC and AU.
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Econonle Aruro¡Élonr

California policymakers are interested in seeing how a

included in this PaPer, however'

TABLE 2

Present Value of ElectricitY and Natural Gal Savings

Discount
Retc

Present Velue
of

Electricity Savings

$(klVh/yr)

Present V¡lue
of

Gas Savings
$/(therm/yr)

47o

3%

2%

27o with
envi¡onmental costs

t.133
1.9ß
2.203

2.629

12.371

14.083

16.165

19.615

1 Arcata Shasta

2 Santa

Lake

5 Santa Maria

rESUtjrS

The life-cycle cost rezults are displayed graphically'

The display consists of a plot of heating and cooling load

coefficiånts for each of the climaæs' Each point on the

climaþ.
The heating and c

change in heating or
building conduction.
coefficient means that

bigger impact.
The áiagonal lines represent cost-effective boundaries

between construction types. The position of this line

line is the 4% boundarY.

For attics, R-30 is the cost-effective insulation level at

the 3% discount rate for most climates' R-38 is cost-

effective in climatic zones 14 and 16, and R-49 is cost-

effective in clirn¡tic zone 15. R-19 is cost-effective in three

moderate coastal climates: 3, 6, and '1 ' The choice of

discount rate affects the results in several climaæs' lf s 4%

rate were used, R-30 (instead of R-38) would be cost-

effective in climates 14 and 16, and R-19 (instead of R-30)

would be cost-effective in clirnatic znse 5 (see Figure 3)'

For vaulted ceilings and a 3 % discount rate' R-30

insulation is cost-effective in climatic mnes 2 and 10

through 16. If the discount rate is changed ø 4%, thet

R-19 becomes the cost- effective choice in climetic zone 10'

R-19 is the cost+ffective choice in climatic znnes 1,3, 4,

5,7,8, and 9. No insulation is cost'effective for clim¡tic

mne 6 (l,ong Beacb) but by a narrow margin (see Figure 4)'

For exterior walls and a 3% discount rate, R-21

insulation botween 2x6 studs at 24 inches o'c' is cost-

effective in climatic zones 11, 13, 14, 15, and 16' A 416

discount rate, however, changes the cost-effective choice to

R-13 in 2x4 studs for climatic zones 1l and 13' R-13 in

2x4 studs at 16 inches o.c. is the cost- effective choice in

climatic zones I through 5, 8, 9, 10, and 12' R-21 is very

s).
For raised wood floors and a 3 % discor¡¡t rate, R-30

insulation is cost+ffective only in clim¡tic zane 16 and only

at lhe 2% discount rate. R-19 is the cost+ffective choice in

5

4

6

8El

7 San

Figure 2 California climatic zones a¡ti' rePresentcûive
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most of the other climatic zones. In many of the moderate

coastal climates, no raised floor insulation is cost'effective.

It is important to note that an R{ buffering effect is

assumed, and this reduces the effectiveness of insulation

(see Figure 6).
For concrete floors, such as those over parking gsrag-

es, it is cost-effective to sPray on two incbes (R-8) of
cellulose insulation in climatic zones 1, 2, lt, 13, 14, and

16. One inch (R-4) is cost+ffective for climatic mnes 12

and 15. No insulation can be justiñed in clirnatic zones 3

through 10. The criteria lines for one and two inches of
insulation are very close. This would suggast that the

commission should consider eliminating the distinction
between the two and just require some minimum smount of
insulation in all but clim¡tic zones 3 through 10 (see Figure

7).

At a3% discount rate, slab-on-grade insulation is cost-

effective only for climatic mne 16 and, in this case, it is
cost-effective by a significant mÂrgin even with a 4%
discount rate. A 2% discount rate justifies slab edge

insulation in climatic zones I and 14 (see Figure 8).

For fenestration, the results cannot easily be presented

in a simple graphic format becsuse there are two sets of
heating and cooling load coefficients-& set for changes in
U-value and a set for changes in shading coefficient. A
graph in a similar format would require four dimensions.
The optimization procedure is essentially the same, how-
ever. The change in electricity and gas use is evaluated

separately for the changes in fenestration U-value and

shading coefñcient, and the results are then added.
The fenestration results are presented in Table.s 3 and

4. For the 3% discount rate, nothing more than single glass

None

rlò
D
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is cost-effective in the moderate coastal and southern

California climates (3, 6, 7, and 8). Double glass with a

half-inch air gap and a standard aluminum frame is cost-

effective in moderate inland clirnates (4, 5, 9, 10, and 12)'

Doub
clima
glass

is co
climates, a¡rd the low shading coefficient associated with

this product is part of the reason for its cost-effectiveness'

In the mou¡tainous clim¡æ (16), double glass in a vinyl

frame is the cost+ffective choice because of its high solar

transmission and low U-value.

The analysis performed assumes that the interactions
between conservation levels i¡ envelope comPonents are

insignificant. To study the validity of this assumption, the

base case for the parametric computer runs is changed to

'loos€' and "tight.' "Tight' means that as variations in one

component of the envelop€ are evaluated, the conservation

level for the other components is set at the most stringent

level (see Table 1). "Loosen means that the conservation
level of the other components is set at the lowest level (see

Table 1).

TABLE 3
Fmestration Results

Climatic Zone
2% Discount

Ratc
3% Discount

Ratc
4% Discount

Raüe

1 AtbDbl ArbDbl ArbDbl

) ArbDbl AtbDbl AtbDb2

3 AlmDb2 AlmSgl AlmSgl

4 AlmDb2 AlmDb2 AimDb2

5 AlmDb2 AImDb2 AlmAlg

6 AlmSgl AlmSgl AlmSgl

7 AlmSgl AlmSgl AlmSgl

8 AknDb2 AlmSgl AlmSgl

9 AlmDb2 AlmDb2 AfmDb2

10 AlmHmT AlmDb2 AlmDb2

11 AlmHmT AtbDbl AlmDb2

t2 ArbDbl AlmDb2 AlmDb2

13 AtbHmT AtbHmT AlmDb2

t4 AtbDbl ArbDbl AlmDbl

15 AtbHmT AtbHmT AtbHmT

16 VnlDbl VnlDbl AtbDbl

SENSITT'YTTT ANALTS¡S

sbonm in Table 5. In C¡lifomia, an electric resistance

heating system is more expensive to operate than the gas

furnace assumed for the base case, and greater levels of

and solar gains.

115
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Fenestratbn Code U-V¡lue Sheding Coefficient Description

AlmSgl 0.989 1.mo Aluminum frame, single gltzng

AlmDb2 0.660 0.884 Aluminum frame, double glazing with %-inch air gap

AtbDbl o.554 0.885 Aluminum thermal break frame with double glazing

AtbHmT 0.39ó 0.5,10 Aluminum thermal break frame with double glazing and

suspended low'cmissivitY ooated plastic hlm

VnlDbl o.420 0.886 Vinyl frame with double glazng

Figures 9 and

aszumptions for a

walls and attics. ln
the modeling assumptions that sre consistent with the

analysis presented in the previous graphs. The open squares

"r" 
ih" base case for this analysis. The solid squares are the

circle.s represent the load coefficients with near meximum

insulation in the base+ase building.
The thernostat schedules are the most significant of the

The same pattern holds with other building components as

well. The alter¡ative thermostat settings (solid triangles)

eliminate daytime setback for both heating and cooling,

causin be more signiñcsnt' The

Califo n decided üo use the'alier-

native the basis of the standsrds on

the recommendation of several participant's in the process'

The solar gain aszumption is far less signiñcent-

compare the open squares and the solid squares' These are

TABLE 4

of Cost-Effective Glazing Constructions

TABLE 5

LCC Resutts for Electric Resistance Heating

mostly on top of e¡ch other, indic'ating that this aszumption

has liitle significance for ettics or walls' This assumption

was significant, however, for fenestr¡tion, giving more

benefit-to fenestration constructions with a low shading

coefficient.
In most climates, the heating load coefficients are

smaller when the base<¡se building has very high levels of

inzulation (see the open circlas). This is because the heating

balance point Þmperan¡re is lower with high levels of

insulation. At a lower balance point, the buitding is in a

heating mode for fewer hours and the benefit of insulation

and lolw U-value fenestration is lessened' The insulation

level in the base case has en almost negligible effect on the

cooling load coeffi cients.

colrcLUSIONS

The energy consewation st¿ndards development

approach pt"*ot"a here offers a powerful combination of

cãmprehensive life-cycle analysiò of ¡ll construction

""r.-bli"., 
flexibility to incorporate altemative and evoþ

ving assumptions, and the ability to display results in a
form usable for policy decisions. It was used very suc-

cessfully in the development of the 1992 California Energy

Standards for residential buildings.

Building EnvebPe ComPonent Climetic 7nte3 Climetic 7nne7 Climath Znne13 Climatic Zone
l4

Climatic 7nnel6

ABic Cgiling R-Value R-30 R-30 R-60 R-60 R{0 with raised
heel tn¡ss

Vaulted Ceiling R-V¡lue R-30 R-19 R{O R{0 R-30

Raised Wood Floor R-Value R-19 R-l1 R-30 R-30 R-30

Slab Edge R-Valuo R-? R4 R-7 R-7 R-7

Wall R-Value R-21 R-13 R-21 R-11 cavity
+ R-14

sheathing

R-21 cavitY
+ R-14 sheathing

Fenestration TYPe AlmSgl AlmSgl AtbHmT ArbHmT VnlDbl
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